CAVENHAM FOREST INDUSTRIES #34-1-55 (C.C., OR) R46851

TD: 1,370
MW: N/A

RU flare line and Merla tester. Test lubricator, z-max tree, valves and flow manifold to 1000 psi. RU 2-1/8" Jumbo Jet III hollow carrier guns. TIM. Tag fluid level @ 400'. Perf 4 JHFP 948'-958'. (Guns fired 1628 hrs 9/6/88). 350 psi SICP. Open well @ 1730 hrs and unload H2O. Shut in well w/ 495 SICP. Flow test well. Final flowing pressure 445 psi @ 1,400 MCFPD through 20/64" choke.
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